CloudControl Portal
Make better decisions, faster

Solutions Brief

A simple-to-use cloud brokerage portal
We’ve distilled 25 years of expertise to create a unique
portal to give you complete control. OCSL’s CloudControl
Portal offers a simple way to make better decisions,
faster. All from one single brokerage portal. Whatever the
cloud, you can manage it all in one simple to understand
mechanism.
Spin up and stay in control

Why choose OCSL
►

Enterprise level service
for a fraction of the
investment

►

Highly skilled team with
25 years of delivering
services to customers
worldwide

►

Bespoke, fully
transparent
service

►

Allocated Service
Delivery Manager to look
after your account and
deliver the most from
your service

► Key strategic partner
relationships with
Cloud vendors and
direct connections to
Cloud providers
OCSL’s data centres:
► Government OFFICIAL

With simple dashboards, we’ll help you work out what to run where. With just
one log in, you can start by analysing what is the right cloud solution for your
workload. Then quickly migrate to on premise or multiple clouds with the click
of a few buttons. Giving you true cloud agility.
Our pricing is simple too. You only pay for what you use. And capped usage
and alerts, make it easier to stay in control. The really clever bit is our real
time reporting. It gives you the insight to push digital to its full potential.
Key features







Multi clouds: Azure, AWS, Google and OCSL clouds
Integration with existing infrastructure and service management tools
Virtual machine OS choices from cloud vendors
Library for automation and scaling
Real-time reporting
Deployment trail audits

Is this service right for you?





Are you struggling to support an ever-expanding infrastructure?
Are you seeking to reduce the effort and cost
involved in deploying new servers?
Are you under pressure to deliver IT projects more quickly?
Do you have compliance and regulatory requirements for data
sovereignty?

► Supplier N3/HSCN Supplier
► G-Cloud Supplier
► Cyber Essentials

Why OCSL Managed Services?

► IASME ISO 27001,
20000, 27018, 9001

The world of technology offers a wealth of remarkable options. We’ll guide
you through them. Agility and flexibility are important, as business changes.
We’ll help continually push your digital potential and meet your everchanging needs. More than just a service provider, we’ll be your strategic,
long term partner.
For more information visit: ocsl.co.uk/what-we-do/managed-services
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